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Abstract— Abstract-To design the spur gear to study the weight reduction and stress distribution for composite materials. 
Gearing is one of the most critical components in a mechanical power transmission system, and in most industrial rotating 
machinery. It is possible that gears will predominate as the most effective means of transmitting power in future machines 
due to their high degree of reliability and compactness. In addition, the rapid shift in the industry from heavy industries such 
as Aerospace industries, Automobile manufacture and office Automation tools will necessitate a refined application of gear 
technology. To design spur gear model using designs software as CATIA V5R19 and Ansys 11.0 software for analyzing 
purpose. To study the meshing impacts analysis for composite materials and  cast steel. To study the torque loading for cast 
steel and composite materials. Finally, comparing and analyzing of the composite gear with existing cast steel gear is to be 
done. 
 
Index Terms— Composite fiber, Spur Gear, TORAYCA1000G Fiber, Voin Failure theory. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Gears are machine members, used to transmit power 
between shafts. The spur gear is using connecting 
shafts, whose axes are parallel. Spur gears may be 
made to mesh externally or internally: the former 
being the mostly use one. The gear teeth are straight, 
and are parallel to the gear axis. Rack and pinion also 
comes under spur gearing, since a rack is defined as a 
spur gear with infinite radius. Rack and pinion is used 
for converting rotary motion into reciprocating 
motion and vice versa.  
 
A composite is a structural material that consists of 
two or more combined constituents that are combined 
at a macroscopic level and are not soluble in each 
other. One constituent is called the reinforcing phase 
and the one in which it is embedded is called the 
matrix. The reinforcing phase material may be in the 
form of fibers, particles, or flakes. The matrix phase 
materials are generally continuous. Examples of 
composite systems include concrete reinforced with 
steel and epoxy reinforced with graphite fibers, etc. 
 
In this, analysis of the characteristics of involute spur 
gears in a gearbox was studied using nonlinear FEM. 
Gearing is an essential component of many machines, 
and the defect of gear is the important factor causing 
machinery failure. According to statistics, 80% of 
transmission machinery failure was caused by the 
gear, and gear failure was about 10% of rotating 
machinery failure, so gearbox monitoring for fault 
detection and diagnosis is one of the important tasks 
in industrial maintenance. 

II. COMPOSITE MATERIALS 
 
Advanced composite materials  
Advanced composites are composite materials that 
are traditionally used in the aerospace industries. 
These composites have high performance 
reinforcements of a thin diameter in a matrix material 
such as epoxy and aluminum. Examples are 
graphite/epoxy, Kevlar®†/epoxy, and 
boron/aluminum composites. These materials have 
now found applications in commercial industries as 
well. 
 
Duplex composite components 
Components subjected to severe were and high 
contact stress can be made of duplex composite layer, 
the composite layer being located on outer or inner 
surface depending on the requirement. Aluminum 
composite alloys reinforced by ceramic have been 
developed these have relative to high strength, high 
modulus of elasticity and good wear characteristics.  
Silicon carbide particles are incorporated into the 
surface of aluminum alloy heated to its mushy state 
and pressure is applied to get a good wetting between 
the aluminum alloy and silicon carbide particles. 
 
Experiments can be carried out to determine the semi-
solid forming conditions. Specimen surrounded  by 
SiC particles is heated up to this temperature for 
about 45minute in order to homogenize the 
temperature through the specimen. A hydraulic press 
is used to apply the necessary low pressure for the 
semi solid forming process. There is an optimum 
combination of temperature and pressure values to 
obtain optimum mechanical properties. In this way a 
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composite layer of about 2.5mm width can be formed 
with uniformly distributed particles having good bond 
with aluminum matrix, with no separation or porosity 
at the composite layer/matrix interface 
Carbon Fiber  The principal purpose of the 
reinforcement is to provide superior levels of strength 
and stiffness to the composite. In a continuous fiber-
reinforced composite, the fibers provide virtually all 
of the strength and stiffness. Even in particle 
reinforced composites, significant improvements are 
obtained.  
 
Carbon fibers display linear stress-strain behavior to 
failure, the increase in strength also means an 
increase in the elongation-to-failure. The commercial 
fibers thus display elongations of up to 2.2%, which 
means that they exceed the strain capabilities of 
conventional organic matrices.  
Carbon fibers are available from a number of 
domestic and foreign manufacturers in a wide range 
of forms having an even wider range of mechanical 
properties. The earliest commercially available 
carbon fibers were produced by thermal 
decomposition of rayon precursor materials. The 
process involved highly controlled steps of heat 
treatment and tension to form the appropriately 
ordered carbon structure. Carbon fibers are also 
manufactured from pitch precursor for specialty 
applications. Pitch fiber properties typically include 
high modulus and thermal conductivity.  
 

 
Fig 4.2 Carbon fiber 

 
Surface composite layer has hardness and wear 
resistance about 1.75 and 10 times those of as 
received aluminum matrix alloy. 
      
OBJECTIVE   

 The objective of the project is to reduce the 
stress distribution, deformation and weight 
of spur gear by using composite materials in 
the application of gear box. 

 The tool which is used to Design is 
CATIAV5R19 analyses the composite spur 
gear material is ANSYS11.0 

 In this, the analyses of magnitude loading 
and stress induced are to be performed for 
both composite  materials. 

 
SELECTION OF MATERIAL  

TORAYCA T1000G fiber properties  
Tensile Strength            =6370 MPa  

Young’s Modulus           =294000MPa  
         Density                        =1890 kg/m3  

                Poisson’s ratio                = 0.29  
 
DESING OF SPUR GEAR  
The spur gear is simplest type of gear manufactured 
and is generally used for transmission of rotary 
motion between parallel shafts. The spur gear is the 
first choice option for gears except when high speeds, 
loads, and ratios direct towards other options. Other 
gear types may also be preferred to provide more 
silent low-vibration operation. A single spur gear is 
generally selected to have a ratio range of between 
with a pitch line velocity up to 25 m/s. The spur gear 
has an operating efficiency of 98-99%. The pinion is 
made from a harder material than the wheel. A gear 
pair should be selected to have the highest number of 
teeth consistent with a suitable safety margin in 
strength and wear. The minimum number of teeth on 
a gear with a normal pressure angle of 20 degrees. 
 
Number of teeth                    N=25 
Module                                 m=3.5mm 
Pitch circle radius                Rp= m*N/2=43.75mm 
Clearance circle radius         Rb=0.94*Rp=41.125mm 
Addendum circle radius        Ra=Rp+m=47.25mm 
Dedendum circle radius        Rd=Rp-
1.25*m=39.375mm 
 

 
Fig. Design model of Spur gear in CATIAV5R19 

ANALYSIS OF SPUR GEAR  
 
The spur gear analysis is by using ANSYS 11.0 
software and analysis showing is the below  

  

     
Fig. Geometry 
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Fig. Spur gear meshing 

 

 
Fig. frictionless support 

 

  
Fig. Applying moment 500Nmm  

 
 

 
Fig. equivalent stress  

Fig. Total deformation 
 

 
Fig. Equivalent Elastic strain  

 
III. RESULT 

 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
As per the analysis of the above spur gear meshing in 
TORAYCA T1000G having better results. So it can 
be preferred for the high-end applications such as 
Aerospace and Premium model vehicles           
Scope of work  

• Various composite materials can be applied 
instead of currently used materials. 

• The input conditions can be varied to 
parameters like pressure, temperature etc. 

• A study on wear, friction and temperature 
effects can be extended. 
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